ABSTRACT

Media Clutter has rendered advertising communication difficult. Powerful copy is the basis of effective advertising. This research studies the impact of literary devices and elements on advertising effectiveness. Literary art and Advertising art deploy many common textual elements.

For a parsimonious taxonomy of literary devices and elements seen in Advertisements, the researcher has grouped them in to four – i.e; Rhetorical devices (Metaphor, Pun, Personification and Hyperbole), Poetic elements (Imagery, Rhyme and Musicality), Dramatic elements (Plot, Characterization and Humour) and Archetypal Symbol (Good Mother).

Advertisements containing these literary devices and elements were selected through Focus Group Discussions and the effectiveness of such Advertisements was tested through a sample survey with a questionnaire. The size of the sample was 300. The respondents in the sample are visual media consumers in the age group of 18 to 58. They were selected from Cochin Corporation. Multi-stage stratified random sampling method was used for data collection.

The final results suggest that dramatic and poetic elements are more effective compared to rhetorical devices and archetypal symbol. The impact of various literary devices and elements with respect to Attitude towards Ad and other dimensions vary across literary groups. This research indicates that literary art can aid advertising communication.
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